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“That’s it…” Jacob coughed and said: “Our
Aurous Hill Painting and Calligraphy
Association recently wanted to hold a painting
exhibition.

The venue has not been determined. Originally,
we wanted to go to Zhenbao Pavilion.
However,

there was a kidnapping and bombing case in
Zhenbao Pavilion some time ago.

After the incident, the citizens were a little
panicked there. If you still choose the Jumbo
Pavilion,

I am afraid that no one will watch it then, so I
don’t know if there is a suitable venue for
Shangri-La to cooperate with?”

Isaac Cameron smiled and said: “No problem,

we have several banquet halls in Shangri-La,
and there is also a sky garden.

If you don’t have time, you can simply take out
the sky garden for your use.”



Jacob said excitedly: “Oh, didn’t Sky Garden say
that it’s wrong to outsource the field?

If you choose that, will it cause trouble to
President isaac?”

Isaac Cameron hurriedly said: “There is nothing
to trouble you.

The sky garden is large and decorated in a high
style.

It will definitely support the quality of the
exhibition. MR. Jacob doesn’t need to be so
polite!”

Jacob suddenly said with excitement, “Oh!
Thank you Mr. isaac so much for that!”

After he finished speaking, he asked somewhat
without a bottom line:

“By the way, President isaac, do you know if
there is an approximate amount for the cost of
this sky garden?”

Isaac Cameron smiled and said, “MR. Jacob, I
heard that you are now the executive vice
president of the Painting and Calligraphy
Association?”



Jacob smiled embarrassedly, and said: “It’s just
a false job, not worth mentioning, not worth
mentioning…”

Isaac Cameron said earnestly: “It’s already great
to be able to sit in this position, MR. Jacob
doesn’t have to be so humble.”

As he said, he said again: “Since MR. Jacob is the
executive vice president of the Calligraphy and
Painting Association,

then this matter is my own business.

Time tells me that I have people prepare the
venue for free use by the Calligraphy and
Painting Association.”

Jacob was pleasantly surprised: “Mr. isaac, you
really helped us a lot…

To be honest, our Painting and Calligraphy
Association has been relatively tight recently,
and this cost has been compressing…”

Isaac Cameron directly took out a business card,

handed it to Jacob, and said with a smile: “In
the future, if the Calligraphy and Painting
Association needs a venue for any activities or



even sponsorship, MR. Jacob can contact me
directly.”

“Oh, thank you so much!” Jacob was flattered
and thanked him repeatedly.

At this time, Isaac Cameron looked at the time
and said,

“Oh, by the way, Master Wade, I still have
something to do,

so I won’t bother too much.”

Charlie nodded and said with a smile: “Then I’ll
give it to you.”

Elaine said with a flattering expression:

“Oh, Mr. isaac, you can be regarded as knowing
the door this time. You must come often in the
future!”

Isaac Cameron said hurriedly and politely:
“Okay, Master Wade and Madam Elaine, please
stay, I can just go by myself.”
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